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Turkish airlines baggage damage claim form

Original Poster Join Date: February 2019 Posts: 2 Turkish Airlines Damaged Luggage Claim Offer Hi, I Came Back From Domestic Flight from Istanbul to Antalya with Turkish Airlines to Find My Suitcase in One Hell Country! It was crushed and crushed. We went straight to the lost luggage office and reported it and then continued to make a claim through the website. We have
sent all the photos and details of everything that was damaged. They sent a message back saying they needed receipts, but the damage suffered was mostly toiletries and makeup, etc. in this case. We wrote back explaining that we do not keep receipts for such items! Does anyone keep these kinds of things? The total loss cost of the items was a total of 4000 TL and they have
come back to tender 500TL!, the damage to the suitcase was so extreme, I have a suitcase inside the suitcase and both were ripped to shreds and crushed. It's not just suitcase damage! Is there anything I can do to get more compensation?.. below are some of the photos of the extent of the damage suffered. any advice would be very welcome. Thanks For Joining Date: May
2013 Location: YYZ, IST Programs: TK * G Posts: 103 I had my luggage delayed + damaged once tk. They asked for receipts or other documents that had the value of the bag. I sent them a screenshot of the website to sell a similar and same brand bag. There were a couple of websites selling them, I chose one of the most expensive sites. They came out of it with a decent
number. You can try to send them something like this to show that your bag is worth a lot more than this, it can work. Also I think you forgot to add photos you mentioned. Original Poster Join Date: February 2019 Posts: 2 Thank you Dozerman94, I'll take this into account and give it a go, something is worth a try. I knew they'd just try and get out of paying anyway they could and
asking for receipts is the easiest way, they know that most people don't keep receipts for everything! This habit let me post photos ... But I wish people could see the damage... it's shocking in September 2015, my whole family of four and I flew 24 days of mixed economy and business ticket 6 Turkish Airlines flights and 2 SQ flights from Australia to Europe. Before the trip started,
because of business priorities, I wanted to re-book my flights, which was impossible to send to the ticket rules, so I bought completely new tickets as part of my family trip. So on the trip we end up having one empty seat on our feet. All up we bought 30 flight legs from Turkish Airlines at a cost of over $10,000 plus SQ flights. On a 24-day trip, my luggage disappeared either in
Istanbul or Singapore. 눇The staff were very friendly and helpful. In my opinion I was very reasonable for the initial purchase and luggage did not reach 24 I had to buy additional items for business meetings. The luggage arrived three days later and after my return, i.e. 24 days later, I made a standard claim for compensation to the Turkish Airlines local bureau, as they suggested.
Note: I was unable to make this claim in advance, as a) I was traveling most days (TK) and b) mail to many of my Turkey/Cyprus destination is virtually non-existent to send sth out of Australia and c) Turkish Airlines said I would file a claim for my home office in Sydney. Turkish Airlines has now sent me a statement saying that the tk policy says: The application must be submitted
to our company within 21 days of the transfer of the luggage in accordance with the transport rules. Therefore, Turkish Airlines does not even wish to deal with the claim or to compensate for my standard rights. I have always liked Turkish Airlines because they have offered great business class service in flight. I'm not too full about the financial element of the requirement,
eventually the luggage was returned. But this process is appetised, lacks any respect for customer service and makes me very angry. How can they treat some of their best customers in this way? If you get into this situation, business flyers should be aware: Luggage goes missing very often in Istanbul. Don't believe that Turkish Airlines will provide any help in case your luggage is
delayed or lost. Business Flyers be aware: the policy of Turkey actually makes it almost impossible to make a claim, given that you are traveling with an Airline, you can assume that you are abroad. But they want you to file it for writing on your home site, by mail, and within 21 days. The ridiculous 21-day political period after baggage delivery is also quite difficult to interpret
correctly. My claim could only reasonably start when the luggage was back with me (3 days later), and I was only home on day 24, flying to Turkey, and made a claim the next working day. So I think it's very quick and reasonable timing to collect the claim actually and in given time zones it's even within 21 days. Flyers should be aware: Even if you already mention that you make a
claim to an airport call center when the luggage disappears (which I did), makes You responsible for the complex admin process of signing press releases and assembling receipts, etc. and then submitting it in writing/not by email. Ridiculous. Since then, turkey has sent me automatic messages from its e-mail system and sydney's local office, refuses to take responsibility and
rejects it for Turkish workers who have no point in providing customer service. I wonder what icao and European regulations claim to compensate for business class travel - I hope that a decent airline should at least comply with these service standards? Check App SunExpress Bonus information for Dear Bonus members, the SunExpress Bonus website is currently in
maintenance and will be back very soon. We regret that Discomfort. Sunny Greetings, SunExpress Bonus Team 8.6/10 We work for all airlines 100% online, do not worry up to 1,400 € per passenger in good hands: 98% success rate 7. Re: Turkish Airlines terrible baggage delivery 8 years ago Hello, I can not say tk response that you have posted where they are with the claim and
/ or what is waiting disposition is ... This means that I think they will follow what would be a normal script in these cases--- they want an official report that shows you presented in time, photo evidence of the alleged damage and report the 3rd half of that repair costs.. All this tells me they're watching it. However, I personally would not say that this is a passing sign they have or
accept the claim-. As noted in #6, wheels, handles, straps, or anything that protrudes from the case, ** ends ** there must be items that are exempt when it comes to damage claims -- but again, each carrier can see it differently; and claims for damages (as opposed to lost claims) usually have some opinion or subjectivity. The other thing I'm going to say is... Requirements and the
like tend to be slow moving issues.. Partly because most airlines have cut back-office support staff to solve these problems.. And because such claims are almost always something that requires full human processing- you really can't automate (hence) speeding up it.. Unfortunately, claims related to baggage problems, lost, delayed, damaged and pilfered* - can be an area where
fraud occurs. Whether it's direct false claims, or more often intentionally inflated/overpriced claims.. As it is for many things in life like tax filings - the lions section is completely honest and legal - but there's a small percentage that isn't.. And that's what they're looking for. So carriers tend to spend a little more time watching these baggage issues root out, which is legit, which is not,
and which is questionable. Do I think they're fobbing you off? Based solely on what you've disclosed so far, I don't think so. This *sounds * to me as your case moves through your claims management process.. I say that 3 months is longer than * I* think it would make sense.. But I also understand that you have been in a back and forth contact with them and it will take time to
send, receive, read and respond. I don't think they're going to you off on their own. To me, if they said something like an apology, the statement denied the end of the story... but it just sounds as if tk's internal process with your case details is just long. I'm just going to send them what they're asking for and keep it going. As #3 pointed out, your own insurance may also be an option,
but some private insurers want to see that you have exhausted all your claims/recovery options from a carrier who is usually the first party to comply with the claims before they process the claim (in part to avoid double dipping) Travel Safe, Safe,
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